Slide Lite is optimized for mirrorless and smaller DSLR cameras.

- Wear in super stable sling-style, or use as shoulder strap or neck strap.
- Dual quick adjusters rapidly adapt strap to any carry style or body type.
- Ultra smooth webbing glides across body for lightning fast access.
- Sling-style carry points weight of camera down for streamlined and stable camera carry.
- Included Anchor Mount for low-profile strap attachment.
- Anchor Links are universal, quick-connecting, and adaptable.
- Silicone grip keeps strap stable in shoulder carry.
- Tripod compatibility available with Peak Design Standard Plate, Dual Plate, and strap accessories.
- Works with Peak Design Pouches, Capture Clip and Tripods (sold separately).

Welcome to the Peak Design ecosystem.
Join Peak on your favorite social media! #findyourpeak

Register to activate your lifetime warranty
pkdsn.com/register

More info + videos
pkdsn.com/slidelite